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EASi Releases Interactive Reporting
Pleasanton, CA – December 3, 2014 - Equity Administration Solutions, Inc. (EASi), the largest
independent stock plan software-as-a-service company in the world, announces the release and
immediate availability of EASi’s Interactive Reporting. This new functionality provides users additional
control over the organization and presentation of their data. The modern reporting architecture
provides companies with superior report customization within the EASi application. EASi’s new
Interactive Reporting allows users to:







Simplify reporting processes by providing greater reporting functionality within the EASi
platform
Save time with added filtering capabilities, one-click sorting and drag and drop columns
Improve data analysis through the application of conditional formatting
Increase productivity with the ability to save customized report definitions
Deliver greater control over the size, order and visibility of columns
Allow clients to export custom reports directly to PDF, Microsoft Office, print and email

“We are excited about the power and efficiency that EASi’s new Interactive Reporting capabilities will
bring to our customers’ workflows. This new feature set will allow for tremendous simplification of both
recurring and ad hoc reporting processes,” said Michael Madigan, Senior Vice President, Product
Management and Strategy. “Built on a robust industry-leading reporting platform, this functionality
complements EASi’s existing market-leading reporting capabilities and will allow us to bring additional
reporting enhancements to market in 2015.”
With recent acquisitions of OptionAdmin and Rivet Software, EASi continues to exhibit significant
momentum in the equity compensation and financial compliance technology spaces.

About EASi
Since 2002, Equity Administration Solutions, Inc. (EASi) has been making it easier for companies to meet
their financial compliance requirements. EASi’s user-friendly, web-based technology streamlines equity
plan management, financial reporting for ASC718, and financial filings (in XBRL and HTML) with the U.S.
SEC. With technology based on in-depth accounting expertise, an open ecosystem of industry partners,
and an expert services organization focused on customer success, EASi has helped more than 1,200
companies worldwide innovate their financial compliance processes. For more information, visit
www.easiadmin.com.

